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OVERVIEW
From contract negotiation, through contract administration, to dispute resolution, Brent Carpenter represents
general contractors, subcontractors, and suppliers in all stages of public and private construction projects
throughout the Pacific Northwest.
Brent’s construction law experience includes negotiating and drafting private contracts, guiding clients through
the public procurement process, including bid protests, and assisting in contract administration. With attention to
detail and thoroughness, he also prepares, prosecutes, defends against, and resolves a variety of claims, including
bond, lien, differing site conditions, and delay claims.
Brent also has extensive experience representing government contractors—in industries other than
construction—in bid protests and contract administration disputes with local, state, and federal governments. No
matter the industry, Brent adeptly guides clients through the bid protest and claims processes.
In all cases, Brent intentionally listens and observes to identify issues before they become disputes. However, if
the need to litigate arises, Brent is prepared to effectively and efficiently resolve disputes through settlement,
alternative dispute resolution, or litigation. Remaining level-headed is his key to successful litigation, and Brent’s
clients appreciate the fact that he maintains perspective and remains calm, even in the most intense disputes.
Further, Brent’s clients describe him as easy to talk to, responsive to their needs, and skilled at writing and
advocacy.
Brent’s background running a small business gives him valuable insight to the priorities of his clients’ businesses
and he strives to keep those priorities in mind when representing clients. In addition to his busy practice, Brent
serves as the Chair of the firm’s Construction Practice Group, which collectively offers the decades of experience
needed to successfully navigate complex construction law and government contracts issues.
When not practicing law, Brent enjoys trail running, hiking, biking, and skiing with his wife and daughter.
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Education
B.A., New York University, cum laude, 1995
J.D., Lewis and Clark Law School, 2009

Membership and Activities
American Bar Association, Public Contracts Law Section
Court of Federal Claims Bar Association
Northwest Utility Contractors Association
Asphalt Pavement Association of Oregon
Associated Builders and Contractors
Associated General Contractors of America
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